1. Introduction. The original Lyapunov theorems have been extended, generalized, and weakened in various aspects. It is well known that Barbashin and Krasovskii [ 1 ] generalized Lyapunov's theorem on asymptotic stability to the case when the time derivative of a Lyapunov function is only semi-negative definite for periodic differential equations. Inspired by their results, LaSalle considered autonomous systems and made a number of contributions [7] , The general result is now known as LaSalle's invariance principle, which is recognized to be one of the most useful results in applications. For example, it allows using the total energy as a Lyapunov function to obtain asymptotic stability in mechanical problems with dissipation. The key idea of the invariance principle is to use Lyapunov's method to locate an attractive set E and then to refine the result by using invariance properties of a subset of E. For nonautonomous systems, Yoshizawa [12] gave a sufficient condition for the attractivity of a closed set. Later, his result was improved by Burton [2] and Haddock [3] , See also LaSalle [8] . Further improvement was given by Hatvani [4], However, the invariance principle fails to apply to nonautonomous systems since one cannot rely, in general, on any invariance property of the limit sets. For example, consider the linear oscillator with time-varying friction
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(1.2) Let V(x,y) = j(x + y ). Then the time derivative of V along the solutions of Eq. (1.2) is D+V(x, y) = ~(e' 4-2)y2. Thus the set E is the whole Jt-axis, and it can be shown that E attracts all the solutions and contains no complete positive semitrajectories except (0,0). However, the null solution of Eq. (1.2) is not asymptotically stable. Thus the attractiveness of a single set is often insufficient to give the desired result. Matrosov [10] observed this and using an additional Lyapunov-like function with suitable properties in the vicinity of the set E where D+V(t, x) = 0 proved asymptotic stability. Improvement has been made recently by Salvadori [11] , the author [9] , and Hatvani [5] . In this paper, we attempt to give a new approach, i.e., when a larger attractive set containing the desired invariant set is found, it is advantageous, instead of imposing compensating conditions on this set, to choose another convenient set relative to which we may impose suitable assumptions to yield attractivity of the desired invariant set. In case the first refinement is unsatisfactory, this refining process can be continued until the desired result is obtained.
2. Preliminaries. Consider the differential system
where / g C[7?+ x Rn, /?"]. Let x(t) = x(t, t0, x0) be any solution of Eq. (2.1) existing on [Z0, a). For simplicity, we always assume a = +oo. For x g R" , E c R", we define the distance between x and E by d(x, E) = inf{|x-y|; y g E), |-| being any convenient norm in R" . For 3 > 0, S(E, 3) = {x g Rn, d{x, E) < <5} and S°(E, 3) = R" \S(E, 3). We denote by 
It is well known that if V(t, x) is locally Lipschitz in x then for any solution x(t) = x(t, t0, x0) of Eqs. (2.1) we have
o+ " We denote by K the class of continuous functions tr :/? -►/? , which are strictly increasing and vanishing at zero.
3. Main results. We begin by proving a theorem that provides a new approach in the study of asymptotic behaviours of solutions of nonautonomous systems of differential equations. uniformly continuous on R ; (iii) D+W2(t, x) < -c2{W2{t, x)) + y/{Wx{t, x)) + e2{t), (t, x) € R+ x £2, where c2 e K , ys: R+ -> R is continuous and ^(0) = 0, and e2: R+ -> R+ is integrable over R . Then x(t) -> E{ n E2 as / -► cxd for any solution x(t) -x(t, t0, x0) of Eq. (2.1), which remains in Q in the future.
Proof. Let x(t) = x(t, t0, x0) be a solution of Eqs. (2.1) existing on [J0, oo) and set v(t) = V(t,x(t)), wl(t) = Wx(t, x(t)), and w2(t) = W2(t, x(t)). Then from condition (i) we have
We are going to show lim^^ wt(t) -0. Clearly, lim inf^^ w{ (t) = 0. Thus we have proved lim^^ wx (t) = 0 . Since Wi (t, x) is positive definite with respect to El, it follows that x(t) -> Ex as t -» oo .
By condition (iii), we have D+w2(t) < -c2(w2(t)) + y/{wx{t)) +e2(t), t>t0. D+w2(t)<-^1, which implies that w2(t) is decreasing on fj2)], Hence, w2(t^) < wx(t^), which is a contradiction to Eqs. (3.8) . Thus lim/^oow2(/) = 0. Since w2(t, x) is positive definite with respect to E2 , x(t) -> E2 as t -> oo . This, together with the conclusion x(t) -> Ex as t -> oo, implies x(t) -> Ex C\E2 as t -* oo, completing the proof. Remark 1. Condition (ii) is satisfied if P(t) < D+W{(t, x) or D+Wl(t, x) < q(t), (t,x)eR+xQ, where p, q: R+ R+ are measurable functions such that JqP(s)(Is and /0'q(s)ds are uniformly continuous on R+ .
Remark 2. If ex(t) = e2(t) = 0, E = Elf)E2 is an invariant set of Eqs. (2.1), and V(t, x) is positive definite with respect to E, then V(t, x) is weakly decrescent with respect to E implies that E is asymptotically stable.
Example 3.1. Consider the nonlinear system J x = y, I y --cos2 ;(1 + x2 + y2)y3 -x3 + besin(l + x2)/(l + x2 + y2).
Let U(t, x, y) = e(e + \y2 + |fe|]. Then we have D+U(t, x, y) < 0, which implies that all solutions of Eqs. If b = 0, then it is easy to see that the system (3.11) admits a trivial solution, which is globally asymptotically stable.
It should be noted that in order to drive the solutions of Eqs. (2.1) into the desired invariant set, we employed in Theorem 3.1 a second Lyapunov-like function W2 related to another set E2 and proved that all solutions of Eqs. (2.1) starting in Ey , the initially obtained attractive set, would tend to E2. The present approach seems more natural and transparent, and it actually provides us with a refining procedure. In case the first refinement is unsatisfactory, this refining process can be continued until the desired result is obtained. The following result is a natural generalization of Theorem 3.1. (iii) D W2(t, x) < -c22(W2(t, x)) + y/2x(Wx(t, x)) + e2(t), (t,x)eR+xQ.,
where for each i -2, , N, cu G K , and : R -> R is integrable over R+ , and y2x, y/31, i//n, , y/NX , ... , VNN_ \: R+ -> R+ are continuous and vanishing at zero. Then every solution x(t) = x(t, t0, x0) of Eqs. (2.1), which remains in Q in the future, approaches the set Ei as t tends to infinity. Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.1 that for any solution x(t) -x(t, t0, x0) of (2.1) with x(t) G Q , t > t0 , lim W. (t, x(t)) = lim WJt, x{t)) = 0. We are going to show that lim^^ Wk(t, x(t)) -0. We first claim that liminf W, (t, x(t)) = 0. Vkmt,x(t)))< Cj4^, t > t0 + Tj. (3.14)
From condition (iii), we obtain D+Wk{t,x(t))< -ckk(Wk(t,x(t)) + yfkk_i(Wk_l(t,x{t))) + --- (3 15) + Vk\(w\(t, *{t))) + ek(t), t>tQ.
Integration of the inequality ( Proof. The main idea of the proof is to utilize the converse theorem for the subsystem (3.21) and obtain a Lyapunov function W2(t, x) and then prove, incorporating conditions (ii), that W2(t, x) satisfies condition (ii) of Theorem 3.1. We omit the details here. Let V(t, x, , x2) = 2xj! + 2x1x2+(5+2cos2 t)x2 . Then computing the time derivative of V along solutions of Eqs. (3.22) , we obtain D+V{t, X| , x2) < -2 cos" tx2 .
We see that V(t, xx, x2) is positive definite and F((,0,0)e0. Clearly, \fx{t, x,, x2)-/j(/, x,, x2)| < 2(|x,-x1| + |x2-x2|) and fx{t, x,, x2) = -^x,. To conclude the paper, we emphasize that our method is essentially an extension of the key ideas in the invariance principle to nonautonomous systems, which also shows that in those cases where the Lyapunov function found does not satisfy the desired conditions, it is fruitful to utilize it as a basis for further refinement than to discard it. On the other hand, this approach can also be applied to autonomous systems in cases where a single attractive set and the invariance properties of the limit sets fail to yield the desired result. From this point of view, our method may also be considered as a further refinement of LaSalle's invariance principle.
